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The Long Gray Line
Weather is a part of ﬂying; always have a plan for when things go wrong
BY JEFF SKILES

EPHRAIM IS A FRIENDLY LITTLE AIRPORT. When you land on weekends a gentleman often rides out on a bicycle to greet your arrival and
to ofer assistance with just about anything you might imagine. Many
more bicycles sit in racks available for the usage of transient pilots and
passengers who might wish to ride into town for burgers or ice cream;
it’s downhill into town, uphill back, a point to remember. The scenery
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however makes the bicycle excursion very
much worth the efort.
A fall ﬂight with the trees ablaze can
be absolutely stunning on this Wisconsin
peninsula bravely jutting out into the cold
waters of Lake Michigan. Even a midwinter’s visitation can be hauntingly beautiful with the variegated colors of the gaily
painted waterfront homes cast against the
brilliant white snow and the broken ice
ﬂoes of Lake Michigan.
Such are memories of ﬂights gone by,
but today’s Ephraim weather has dawned
with a decidedly unpleasant twist. It
is overcast and windy, very windy. The
trees on this early June day are laid ﬂat
by the blow, and the rocking wings of the
Skywagon portends a challenging ﬂight.
While I am only contemplating a 90-mile
hop to Oshkosh, the wind, clouds, and rain
may lead to other plans.
The weather on my ForeFlight app
appears less than promising with disturbingly large blotches of green, yellow, and red painted across the map. A
line of weather is approaching from the
west, and it has assumed a markedly
north-south orientation with very tight
contours. It looks worse near Oshkosh,
and appears more scattered where I am.
Flying in such weather should never be
contemplated without a plan; mine is to
fly directly west and pick my way through
the scattered area, then once on the west
side of the line I will turn south for a

straight shot to Oshkosh in the clear. An old
adage speaks of how the best laid plans of mice
and men oft go astray. Such may very well be my
fate on this blustery day.
The takeof is sporty in the gusting wind. Yes,
that’s the best way to phrase it in polite company—sporty. Passing through a thousand feet,
however, the rough roiling ocean of air suddenly
becomes smooth. I point the Skywagon’s nose
to the west and begin to look at the most recent
weather on my iPad.
SON 1 AND SON 2

My two sons have decided to join me instead of
trailing along behind with my wife in the car. They
are ages 18 and 21 and very much adults, but their
mother still views them as needing the nurturing
and protection of toddlers. You see, my wife doesn’t
like to ﬂy, and she likes her sons ﬂying even less.
Their choice to accompany me was met with no
small amount of worry and gnashing of teeth from
my spouse. Not a care about my safety mind you,
only her boys.
The sons and I very quickly pass over the
shoreline and head out over the breadth of Green
Bay with the Skywagon climbing strongly in
the unseasonably chill air. In keeping with their
personalities, Son 1 stares broodingly at the rain
and occasional lightning out the windshield; Son 2
almost instantly falls asleep in back.
My Stratus 1 ADS-B receiver has begun to pick
up a couple of ground stations and is now updating
the screen on my iPad. It still shows gaps about 30
miles ahead, but this is delayed weather depiction, and I am keenly aware that this cannot be
relied upon. My lack of faith is conﬁrmed when
the screen updates; in a ﬂash the picture changes
dramatically. What happened to that nice hole I
was aiming for? Now it seems to have transformed
into a sickening greenish-yellow mishmash with a
little red thrown in.
The windshield gives a clearer picture of the
situation, and by deﬁnition it is real time. Up ahead
the gaps I had hoped to ﬂy through seem to be getting smaller as rain sheets down on the land. The
occasional bolt of lightning crashes to the ground
brieﬂy illuminating the dark, dour surroundings.
TURN AND RUN

As we near the storm, rain has begun all along the
front, and there simply is no clear way through.
The gray shafts of water have joined into one long
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rolling wave, daunting, dark, and impenetrable. This simply won’t do, and I turn
our tail to the line and backtrack along our
path eastbound.
Plan B is now in full force, that being to
run the line southbound. On my iPad the
front seems to peter out after a hundred
miles or so just north of Milwaukee. A bit
longer path, but it should still get me to
Oshkosh…eventually.
The weather of my right has advanced
strongly eastward, and I need to travel
about 20 miles in that direction before I can
circumnavigate it and dash to the south.
Ephraim falls below again as we turn tail
and run.
AN UNWELCOME WIND

As we end run the weather and turn south
I am greatly alarmed at the speed I see
registered on both my GPS and my iPad.
Eighty knots? How can this be? This is a
140-knot airplane. Sixty knots on the nose
must be a mistake! How can such a strong
wind be blowing from the south when the
line of thunderstorms is being propelled
so rapidly from the west?
I stare down at a farmhouse inching its
way ever so slowly by the wing strut. Yep,
80 knots. This wind has turned my Skywagon into a J-3 Cub. Nevertheless, I set
course for Manitowoc along the lakeshore
hoping I will be able to ﬂy along the shoreline south before being edged out to sea.
My back door lays invitingly wide open
across Lake Michigan where I can see
Manistee and Ludington clearly. If Plan
B becomes untenable, I can ﬂy over to
the Michigan side of the lake, land at any
number of charming ﬁelds, and wait out the
weather. That could be a long wait, however,
and we Wisconsin pilots don’t like to ﬂy
over Lake Michigan much. The water is cold
at all times of the year, and unless you’re
at altitudes requiring oxygen, there will
always be some segment where you can’t
reach shore in the event of an engine failure.
When I intentionally cross Lake Michigan, I wear my big orange life vest that is
now inconveniently in back, and I have the
frequency of the Green Bay Flight Service
Station dialed into my number two radio.
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Should the engine even cough I’ll be declaring an emergency, slowing to 70 mph,
and popping my door for egress. Green Bay
can alert the Coast Guard rescue station at
Traverse City, and with any luck they’ll be
in the air to fetch me before I hit the water.
MICHIGAN PILOTS THINK DIFFERENTLY

That’s a Wisconsin pilot’s thinking,
however. My admittedly unscientific
poll of Michigan pilots shows that they
don’t suffer from a similar aversion to
Lake Michigan’s possible perils. Michigan pilots fly right over without a care.

I can see the sun-dappled
farmland on the west side of
the front underneath the gray
cloud deck. The view is inviting.
Is it a siren call attempting to
dash us onto the rocks, or
perhaps, just maybe, this
time ForeFlight is crying wolf.
I do admit that there are plenty of other
places I have ﬂown where an even worse
fate might await me post engine failure,
like ﬂying in low IFR, over the Yellowjacket Mountains of Idaho at night, or over
the south side of Chicago at just about
any hour of the clock. Maybe it’s just my
personal history rearing its ugly head, but
I just don’t care much for ﬂying over water.
Up ahead I can see clearly that the
thunderstorm cells are marching eastward faster than I can possibly end run
them with this incredible wind. The ﬁ rst
rains are now sweeping the outskirts of
Manitowoc. I will have to move of shore
to keep a comfortable distance from them.
There must be strong rotational forces
in the cells with the wind blowing 60
knots from the south at 3,500 feet and the
storms being propelled so rapidly from
the west by the high-altitude jet stream.
The storms have formed a long gray line

stretching far to the south. Their tall
battlements and icy tops cast a pall across
the land, shielding the earth from the
sun’s rays.
Yet, where we are flying to the east
of the front, the air is eerily calm, and I
don’t see even a hint of mammatus clouds
overhead to indicate that the situation
might deteriorate.
A SEAMAN’S FATE

Manitowoc has now disappeared completely in the gray rain, and I am being
pushed even farther ofshore to stay clear
of the advancing cells. The weather has
closed of airports behind me to the north,
and I am now cut of from the Wisconsin
shore to the west as well.
I pause to validate my thoughts. Sometimes you can get so ﬁ xated on your direction that you lose the grand perspective.
Today, however, I still believe my thinking
is sound. Plan B, run the line to the south,
is certainly possible, and Plan C, Lake
Michigan’s eastern shore, will always be
available ahead of the storm. As I cast my
eyes across the waters, I spy Manistee only
50 miles distant still in bright sunshine.
Of the nose, though, another looming
difculty presents itself. Lake Michigan
is home to a quite substantial restricted
area, and it is apparent that I will have
to enter it before I can turn to the west.
But who is the governing authority for
R-6903? When I used to carry sectionals
that information was conveniently available in the margins. On my iPad I don’t
actually know how to access such information. I call up Green Bay Flight Service
and pose a query. It’s a simple enough
act since I already have their frequency
loaded in the number two radio should
the engine gasp its last. However, the
response I receive is less than satisfying.
“They usually tell us when it’s active,
but I haven’t heard anything today.”
That’s not a very definitive proclamation by my way of thinking, and further
inquiry doesn’t bring any more clarity to
the situation. Purely by accident I discover how to access the information I crave
so dearly. I am holding my finger to the

iPad with great force as if willing the restricted
area to give forth its secrets, and a pop-up box
appears specifying Minneapolis Center as the
controlling authority. A fast call brings forth the
certainty I seek: inactive.
SALVATION FROM THE SEA

We continue south ahead of the front, but the
weather to the west now seems to be looking
better. My iPad still heralds a dire view, but out
the window things appear more benign. We just
passed a shower, and there is another about 10
miles to the south, but in between it looks fairly
clear under a 3,000-foot overcast.
I can see the sun-dappled farmland on the
west side of the front underneath the gray cloud
deck. The view is inviting. Is it a siren call attempting to dash us onto the rocks or perhaps,
just maybe, this time ForeFlight is crying wolf.
Clearly the line seems to be dissipating. I turn
to the west toward the sunshine ready to make a
180 should I encounter the slightest turbulence.
My iPad still paints an ominous picture, but the
windshield says otherwise. Soon it gets a little
bumpy, but no more than light chop.
After 10 minutes we pass out from under
the deck and are basking in glorious sunshine.
The foul weather stands behind us, and we have
nothing but clear sailing ahead. Soon the western
shore of Lake Winnebago signals a descent as
Son 2 awakens from his slumbers innocent to the
events of the past hour, the naïveté of babes.
REFLECTION

As my boys lean on the struts and we tuck the
Skywagon away in the hangar I reﬂect on the
events of the day. It is important to always have
a plan and to also instantly know what you are
going to do if your plan goes awry. With that as
our guide we completed our ﬂight in challenging
conditions, yet safety was the rule throughout.
All the same, I mutter to Son 1 who stood witness to the entire afair, “Maybe we don’t need
to tell your mother about this.” Marital peace
requires planning, too. As we walk to the car I
mentally work out my Plan B should he accidentally spill the beans.
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